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Address The Green Glass Company 
5801 Stella Ave. 
Weston, WI 54476

Country USA

State Wisconsin

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The bottles are cut into two pieces: the bottom part becomes the tumbler, the top part lives on to become a goblet through a unique and patented
process. 
So, no part of the bottle is wasted and re-purposing the bottles into glasses requires only a fraction of the energy versus making glasses from recycled
glass. Talking about a green glass..!

Bottles are also re-purposed into pitchers, vases, candle holders and even coat racks.

Each drinking glass features the Green Glass’s PerfectRim™, a smooth, round rim for optimum drinking comfort.

Made from bottles meant to protect their content, the glasses are very durable; ideal for everyday use. All glasses are fully annealed so they are safe
to use in dishwashers and can even be placed in the refrigerator.

Every effort is made to ship your glasses safely and eco-friendly. The glasses are packaged using recycled paper cup holders and bio degradable
peanuts for impact protection, then packed in recycled cardboard boxes. Other glassware is wrapped in 100% recycled and reusable paper wadding.

It is simple, yet imaginative.  
It is conceptually elementary, yet technologically complex.  
It is an ordinary bottle, yet an extraordinary drinking glass. Cheers. 
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